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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem o£ the Thesis 
This thesis examines the relation of Indian thought 
to Pythagoreanism. Two scholars, in particular, have dealt 
at length with this subject. Richard Garbe has maintained 
that Indian thought has had important influence on Pythag-
oreanism. Sir Arthur B. Keith has argued that this is not 
so. This thesis will investigate the relation of Indian 
thought to Pythagoreanism in terms of a critique of these 
two positions and in the light of more recent studies. 
2. Sources 
In his book, The Philosophy of Ancient India,l 
Garbe gives a clear statement concerning his view on the 
connection between Indian and Greek philosophy. Keith 
gives his own position concerning this matter in The Reli-
gion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads.2 These two 
works were published in 1899 and 1925 respectively; yet 
lRichard Garbe, The Philosophy of Ancient India 
(2nd ed.; Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Company, 
1899). 
2Arthur B. Keith, The Reli ion and Philoso h of 
the Veda and Upanishads, ed. C. R. Lanman nHarvard Oriental 
Series," Vol. XXXII; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1925). 
l 
2 
they remain the most detailed studies of this subject in 
English. Much, however, has been written since that time 
which is relevant to the controversy. For example, 
J. E. Raven's Pythagoreans and Eleaticsl (1948) contains a 
revealing study of the non-religious aspects of Pythag-
oreanism. Walter Wili's paper on rrThe Orphic Mysteries 
and the Greek Spiritrr2 (1944) considers the relation o.f 
Orphic beliefs to Pythagorean doctrines. The primary and 
secondary sources in Indian literature used in this thesis 
are quoted largely from A Source Book in Indian Philos-
Q£hy3 edited by S. Radhakrishnan and Charles A. Moore. 
Primary and secondary sources relating to Pythagoreanism 
are taken from The Presocratic Philosophers4 by G. S. Kirk 
and J. E. Raven. 
3. The Structure of the Thesis 
The thesis will be developed in the .following way. 
Section 4 of this first chapter will outline two basic 
lJ. E. Raven, Pytha~oreans and Eleatics (Cambridge, 
Eng.: University Press, 194 ). 
2Walter Wili, "The Orphic Mysteries and the Greek 
Spirit" in TheM steries: Pa ers from the Eranos Yearbooks, 
ed. Joseph Campbell trBollingen Series XXX,rr Vol. II; New 
York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1955), pp. 64-92. 
3s. Radhakrishnan and C. A. Moore (eds.), A Source 
Book in Indian Philosophy (Bombay: Oxford University Press, 
1957). 
4G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic 
Philosophers (Cambridge, Eng.: University Press, l9b0)o 
3 
alternative hypotheses suggested by Garbe and Keith con-
cerning the relation of Indian thought to Pythagoreanism; 
Section 5 will brie£ly sketch the historical background of 
the problem. Chapter II will examine arguments affirming 
general Indian-Greek influence. Chapter III will deal with 
the relation of Indian thought to Pythagoreanism. And 
finally, a concluding chapter will evaluate the positions 
taken in regard to the problem o£ parallel doctrines. 
4. Methodological Considerations 
The period of history embracing Pythagoreanism is 
a very early one, about which reliable information is 
scanty. To quote J. E. Raven: 
Of the life of Pythagoras himself, though there are 
several late and unreliable works on the subject, we 
can be said to know very little indeed.l 
Pythagoras flourished around 532/1 B.c. 2 Raven 
goes on to say that we know even less of his immediate 
followers. It was not until the end of the fifth cen-
tury B.C. that Pythagorean doctrines were set down in 
writing by Philolaus.3 
The situation in India at this time is even more 
difficult for us. Arthur A. Macdonell, a Sanskrit scholar, 
lKirk and Raven, p. 217. 2Ibid. 
3Ibid., p. 220. 
4 
has made this comment: 
History is the one weak spot in Indian literature. 
It is, in fact, non-existent. The total lack of the 
historical sense is so characteristic, that the whole 
course of Sanskrit literature is darkened by the 
$hadow of this defect, suffering as it does from an 
entire absence of exact chronology.l 
Since religious literature from the period paralleling and 
preceding Pythagoreanism is for us the chief vehicle of 
Indian philosophical thought, any investigation of Indian 
influence on Pythagoreanism must cope with this defect--
this absence of exact chronology--as well as with the frag-
mentariness of the Greek record. Garbe therefore turns to 
internal evidence for support of his contention of Indian 
influence on Greek thought. This evidence takes the form 
of similarities in doctrines, and Garbe feels confident of 
the priority of certain Indian developments: 
Almost all the doctrines ascribed to Pythagoras, both 
religio-philosophical and mathematical, were current 
in India as early as the sixth century before Christ, 
and even previously.2 
The following quotation will further illustrate Garbe's 
treatment of these similarities: 
No power of conviction LQf there being influenc~ 
would rest in single traits of agreement; ••• but 
with Pythagoras, it is the guantity of coincidences 
that enforces conviction; and the more so, as the 
concordance is also to be noticed in insignificant and 
arbitrary matters which cannot well be expected to 
appear independently in two different places.3 
lA. A. Macdonell, A History of Sanskrit Literature, 
Vol. IX of Short Histories of the Literatures of the World, 
ed. Edmund Gosse (London~ William Heinemann, 1909), p. 10. 
2Garbe, p. 42. 3Ibid. 
0 
The Indian influence, according to Garbe, would 
have been transferred by cultural and trade contacts be-
tween East and West through Persia. 
The connexions between the Ionic inhabitants ·of Asia 
Minor and those of the countries to the east of it 
were so various and numerous during the time in 
question that abundant occasion must have offered 
itself for the exchange of ideas between the Greeks 
and the Indians, then living in Persia.l 
5 
Garbe is even willing to see some fire behind the smoke of 
old legends about Greek philosophers visiting Eastern 
countries: 
Add to Lthe previous consideratioQl the Greek tradition 
that the greater part of the philosophers with whom,we 
have dealt, Thales, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Democritus, 
and others, undertook journeys, sometimes of consider-
able duration, into Oriental countries for the sake of 
making philosophical studies, and the probability of 
our supposition that these Grecian philosophers 
acquired Indian ideas on Persian ground will be in-
creased.2 
However, Garbe wishes to acknowledge that tho~gh 
the Greeks may have borrowed certain foreign ideas, "they 
well understood the art of impressing on them the stamp of 
the Grecian intellect.n3 
There are other interpretations of the similari-
ties found in Indian and Pythagorean doctrines. Keith's 
refutation of Garbe's contentions rests on the following 
interpretation: 
lGarbe, p. 3 f.L 
3Ibid., p. 39. 
2Ibid., pp. 38-39. 
6 
The nature of the problem of existence being the same 
everywhere, and the mind of man not being essentially 
different in the India of the Upanishads and the 
Greece of the Pythagoreans and Plato, the results of 
the philosophy tend to resemble each other in diverse 
points.l 
Keith does not deny the possibility of cultural contact 
between India and Greece, but, to him, this admission does 
not substantiate the influence claimed by Garbe. For 
Keith says that 11the possibility of such influence must be 
admitted, though its probability is a very different ques-
tion. n 2 
Two theories that could support Keith's position 
by accounting for the similarity of Indian and Greek doc-
trines (without supposing influence) are (1) the Jungian 
theory of the TrArchetypes of the Collective Unconscious, 1t3 
and (2) Benjamin Whorf's general theory that language 
T 
structure influences metaphysics. (Both Greek and Sanskrit 
are daughter languages of Indo-European.) 
In regard to recurring myth types in individual 
experience, Jung has this to say: 
lKeith, Po 610. 2Ibid., p. 601. 
3c. G. Jung, The Archetypes and the Collective 
Unconscious, Vol. IX, Part I, of The Collected Works of 
C. G. Jung, eds. H. Read, M. Fordham, and G. Adler ("Bol-
lingen Series XX;" New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1959). 
4Benjamin Whorf, Language, Thought, and Reality: 
Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee Whorf, ede John B. Car-
roll (published Jointly by the Technology Press of Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., New York, 1956). 
7 
LWe are forced? to assume that we must be dealing with 
nautochthonousn revivals, ••• and, consequently, that 
nmyth-formingn structural elements must be presented in 
the unconscious psyche.l 
It is not a long step from myths to early philosophical 
doctrines. 
Both Jung·t s and Whorf' s theories might have some 
application in this field, but an investigation of these 
hypotheses is far beyond the scope of this thesis. 
5. Historical Sketch 
The question of Indian-Pythagorean influence 
involves the period from the time of Pythagoras' floruit 
(532/1 B.C.) to the middle of the fifth century B~C. when 
the doctrines in question clearly had been established by 
Pythagoreans. Pythagoras ttpassed his early life in the 
island of Bamos.n2 During the reign of the tyrant 
Polycrates, Pythagoras fled to Croton in Italy. 
lfheri! he appears to have risen to a position of 
great authority. Eventually, however, the Ctotoniates 
rose in revolt against him and he withdrew to the 
neighbouring city of Metapontium, where he died.3 
During the time he was at Croton, Pythagoras had 
founded a type of religious fraternity. This fraternity 
lc. G. Jung, Psyche & Symbol, ed. Violet de 
Laszlo (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 
1958}, p. 115. 
2Kirk and' Raven, p. 217. 
appears to have sur~ived until the middle of the fifth 
century B.C., when (for reasons vlhich are not clear to us) 
it was crushed. 
Those Pythagoreans who survived took refuge abroad: 
Lysis went to Thebes; ••• and Philolaus, who accord-
ing to tradition wrote the first exposition of the 
Pythagorean system, also lived at Thebes at the end of 
the 5th century B.C.l 
The question of Indian-Pythagorean in£luence, we 
have seen, involves a period of history extending from the 
end of the 6th through the middle of the 5th century B.C. 
However, instead of moving directly into a discussion of 
the developments in India during this particular period of 
time, the following general and brief outline of the 
history of Indian philosophy is given. 
Radhakrishnan divides the more than four millen-
iums of Indian philosophical development into four rough 
categories:2 (1) the Vedic Period (c. 2500-600 B.C.}, 
(2} the Epic Period (c. 500 B.C.-200 A.De}, (3) the Sutra 
Period (beginning in the first century A.D.), and (4) the 
Scholastic Period (ending around the 17th century). 
Pythagoreanism, thus, parallels the closing years of the 
Vedic Period and the beginning of the Epic Period. 
lT. L. Heath and A. C. Lloyd, ""Pythagoras and 
Pythagoreanism,n EncycloRaedia Britannica, XVIII (1961), 
802. 
2Radhakrishnan and Moore, p. xv. The following 
account relies chiefly on Radhakrishnan's treatment of the 
history of Indian philosophy. 
r 
0 
The term veda, i.e. (.sacred) "knowledge," "loren __ 
embraces a body of writings the origin of which is 
ascribed to divine revelation.l 
This sacred canon is the foundation of the Brahmanical 
system of religious beliefs from which developed Indian 
philosophy. 
Vedic literature is divided into four parts: 
9 
(l) the four Vedas, themselves; (2) the Brahmanas; (3) the 
Aranayakas; and (4} the Upanishads. The Vedas are collec-
tions of hymns, prayers, and spells addressed to the gods. 
The Brahmanas are ritual treatises. The Aranayakas are 
actually a part of the Brahmanas, but are specifically 
treatises intended to encourage meditation for those who 
live in the forests. And finally, the Upanishads are the 
meditations of philosophers. 
The doctrines in Indian thought which are similar 
to those in Pythagoreanism are found mainly in (1) the 
Vedic hymns and (2} the Upanishads. 
Radhakrishnan stresses the importance of the hymns 
in the Rig-Veda~ 
Whatever we may think of them, half-formed myths or 
crude allegories, obscure gropings or immature compo-
sitions, still they are the source of the later prac-
tices and philosophies of the Indo-Aryans, and a study 
of them is necessary for a proper understanding of 
subsequent thought.2 
ls. Radhakrishnan~ ·ttindian Philosophy, 1' Enc;y:clopae-
dia Britannica, XII (1961J~ 248. 
2Radhakrishnan and Moore, p. 3. 
0 
The Upanishads are a concluding development in 
Vedic literature. Their dates are uncertain, but the 
ancient prose Upanishads are certainly pre-Buddhistic.l 
The Upanishads are the sayings of sages, the revelation 
of illumined wisdom. 
The word "Upanisad" is derived from upa, near., ni, 
down, and sad, to sit. Groups of pupils sat near 
the teacher to learn from him the truth by which 
ignorance is destroyed.2 
10 
Macdonell, in his book on the history of Sanskrit 
literature, has stressed this oral· tradition~ 
For though writing has now been extensively in use 
for an immense period, the native learning of the 
modern Indian is still based on oral tradition. The 
sacred scriptures as well as the sciences can only be 
acquired from the lips of a teacher, not from a manu-
script; and as only memorial knowledge is accounted 
of value, writing and MSS. are rarely mentioned.3 . 
Out of this tradition came the passages which were 
to be compared, centuries later, with doctrines of early 
Greek philosophy--especially with those in Pythagoreanism. 
There is one more aspect of history to be con-
sidered. It is the question of what evidence there is of 
cultural contact other than the internal evidence which 
Garbe relies on. 
In the sixth century B.C., Cyrus, the Persian king, 
united under his rule a far-flung empire which included 
lRadhakrishnan and Moore, p. 37. 
3Macdonell, p. 16. 
2Ibid. 
parts of Ionia and India. His successors extended the 
empire even further. 
At the order of Darius the Great, 
a Greek nruned Skylax is said to have travelled in 
India, and to have navigated the Indus in 509 B.C. 
From his account various Greek writers, among them 
Herodotus, derived their information about India. 
In the army which Xerxes led against Greece in 
480 B.C. there were divisions of Gandharians and 
Indians, whose dress and equipment are described by 
Herodotus. That historian also makes the statement 
that the satrapy of India furnished the heaviest 
tribute in the Persian empire.l 
Keith is sceptical about the extent of cultural 
exchange brought about by such events. 
The possibility of such influence must be admitted, 
though its probability is a very different question. 
Still we cannot assert that there was an insuperable 
barrier between early India and early Greece.2 
11 
Keith .goes on to say that the proof of such inter-
course between the two countries is nnot large in quantity 
or quality.rr3 If further !!links" between East and West 
were to be discovered every now and then, such discoveries 
would be continuing confirmation of the view that there 
I 
was adequate basis for an exchange of ideas. In fact, 
this is the case. In 1953, the Prehistoric Museum of 
Aarhu in Denmark sent a small expedition of two archeolo-
gists to the island of Bahrain (half way down the Persian 
Gulf) to investigate the mysterious grave mounds there. 
After discovering the site of a hitherto unknown civili-
libid.' p. 409. 2Keith, p. 601. 3Ibid. 
I'J... 
zation~ the expedition was enlarged to number 27 arche-
ologists. 
12 
In a Scientific American article entitled "A For-
gotten Civilization of the Persian Gulf," the results of 
their investigations to date (1960) were reported. 
It now seems clear that Bahrain was a center of urban 
life for at least 3,000 years before the Christian 
era. In the centuries around 2000 B.C. it was a 
place of considerable wealth and power. Its unique 
civilization was in close cultural contact with the 
Sumerians of Mesopotamia 150 miles up the Persian 
Gulf to the north and with the cities of the Indus 
Valley, 1,000 miles across land and sea to the east.l 
There are indications, also that nnot only Greek trade 
goods but also Greek art and speakers of Greek traveled 
the Persian Gulf before the time of Alexander the Great.rr2 
The archeologists even have hopes of discovering the 
remains of still another civilization between Bahrain and 
India. 
The general effect of these archeological dis-
coveries is to indicate that perhaps the cultural inter-
course between East and West in the sixth century B.C. was 
greater in "quantity and qualityn than Keith was willing 
to admit. 
• 
lp. V. Glob and T. G. Bibby, nA Forgotten Civili-
zation of the Persian Gulf," Scientific American, 203 
(October, 1960), 69~ 
2Ibid., p. 68. 
--
CHAPTER II 
DOCTRINES OF EARLY GREEK PHILOSOPHY 
PARALLELING INDIAW THOUGHT 
Richard Garbe has been an outstanding advocate of 
the theory that Indian thought has influenced early .Greek 
philosophy. For this reason this chapter is structured 
around his arguments. 
In regard to the question of who influenced whom, 
Arthur Keith has this to say: 
It is not to be thought that the early philosophy of 
Greece exercised any influence on the philosophy of 
India~ Apart from every other consideration, it is 
clear that the rise of philosophy in Greece was long 
subsequent to the beginnings of Indian philosophy in 
the hymns of the Rigveda, and from those hymns the 
history of that philosophy presents itself in the 
light of an ordered development.l 
Keith adds that nthe only question, therefore, 
which can arise is whether the early schools of Greek phi-
losophy were affected by the tenets of the schools of the 
Brahmans.n2 
Garbe points out that the similarities of certain 
doctrines in Indian and Greek philosophy ttare so numerous 
that some of them were noticed immediately after the Indian 
systems became known to ./Jii.oderg7 Europeans.n3 Garbe, 
lKeith, p. 601. 2Ibid. 3Garbe, p .. 32. 
13 
14 
in The PhilosoRhY of Ancient India, begins his discussion 
of the possible connection between Indian and Greek philos-
ophy by mentioning several instances of similarities (not 
involving Pythagoreanism) which, according to him, indicate 
only a ttcertain probabilityn of influence.l He admits that 
in these cases there is also the possibility of independent 
development. Nevertheless, he says that he is "inclined 
towards the first opinion, without intending to pass an 
apodictic decision.rr2 Garbe feels that the case for in-
fluence involving Pythagoreanism is much stronger, and he 
treats this matter later in his work. 
The following cases of similar doctrines are pre-
sented according to the order 'in which Garbe has treated 
them--not chronologically. None of these cases deals with 
Pythagoreanism, but they do provide the background neces-
sary for a more adequate discussion of Pythagoreanism. 
1. The All-One 
The first case of similarity mentioned by Garbe 
(! 
concerns the "striking resemblance • • • between the 
doctrine of the All-One in the Upanishads and the philos-
ophy of the Eleatics. n3 
Garbe has picked out these instances of similari-
libid., p. 39. 
3Ibid., p. 32. 
15 
ties in Indian thought and the fragmentary writings of 
Xenophanes and Parmenides, and has considered them grounds 
for supposing Indian influence on Greek thought. Raven, 
on the other hand, has viewed the doctrines of Xenophanes 
as an integral, critical development of Homeric thought, 
and the doctrines of Parmenides as an integral, critical 
development of Pythagorean though~. 
The Katha Upanishad, one of the most philosophical 
of the Upanishads, speaks thus of the All-One: 
He who is awake in those that sleep, 
The Person who fashions desire after desire--
That indeed is the Pure. That is Brahman. 
That indeed is called the Immortal. 
On it all the worlds do rest; 
And no one soever goes beyond it. 
This; verily, is That!l 
i. Xenophanes 
Garbe considered Xenophanes an Eleatic who taught 
that god and the universe are none, eternal, and unchange-
able.n2 From one of the fragments of Xenophanesr writings 
which remain, we learn that there is 11 one god, gre~test 
among gods and men, in no way similar to mortals either in 
body or in thoughtn;3 and, from another, that he always 
remains in the same place, moving not at all; nor is 
it fitting for him to go to different places at dif-
ferent times, but without toil he shakes all things 
by the thought of his mind.4 
lRadhakrishnan and Moore, p. 48. 
3Kirk and Raven, p. 169. 
2Garbe, p. 32. 
4Ibid. 
-
16 
The first of these two fragments declares there is 
a supreme god; the second fragment asserts the unchangeable 
nature of this god. In regard to Garbe's claim that for 
Xenophanes this god and the universe are coextensive, it 
rests on the authority of Aristotle: 
Xenophanes~ the first of these to postulate a unity 
(for Parmenides is said to have been his pupil), made 
nothing clear, nor does he seem to have touched the 
nature of either of these LSc. Parmenides' formal 
unity or Melissus' material unity?; but with his eye 
on the whole heaven he says that the One is god.l 
Raven states that "Aristotle must be wrong· here: how 
could the god be motionless if it is identical with a 
world which is itself implied to move?tt2 Raven feels that 
ttAristotle, by treating ,LXenophanes7 as a primitive 
Eleatic, misled the whole ancient tradition on this point.n3 
He further adds that the conclusion should be that 
Xenophanes' god was conceived as the negation of 
Homeric divine properties, and was not precisely 
located--anymore than the old Homeric gods were 
thought by Xenophanes 1 contemporaries to be neces-
sarily located on Olympus.4 
Raven's interpretation on this matter offers a strong 
alternative to Garbe's suggestion of possibl~ Indian in-
fluence. 
ii. Parmenides 
According to Garbe, Parmenides of Elea held that 
nreality is due alone to ffihiJ universal being, neither 
libid., p. 171. 
3Ibid. 
-
.2Ibid.•, p. 172. 
4Ibid. 
17 
created nor to be destroyed, and omnipresentn;l and further 
that 
everything which exists in multiplicity and is subject 
to mutability is not real; that thinking and being are 
identical. All these doctrines are congruent with the 
chief contents of the Upanishads and of the Vedanta 
system.2 . 
Garbe feels that Parmenides is speaking 9f essentially the 
same kind of universal being as is Xenophanes. Raven, 
however, has interpreted Xenophanes' god as a means by 
which he refuted Homeric divinities. In contrast to this, 
Raven interprets Parmenides' doctrines of the one, eternal, 
and unchangeable reality as directed against the Pythag-
oreans. In,particular, Raven feels that the following 
passage by Parmenides, with its three questions, is di-
rected against Pythagorean cosmogony: 
It3 was not in the past, nor shall it be, since it is 
now, all at once, one, continuous; for illfhat creation 
wilt thou seek for it? how and whence did it grow? • o • 
And what need would have driven it on to grow, start-
ing from nothing, at a later time rather than an 
earlier?4 
lGarbe, p. 32. 2Ibid. 
3nrt is not ~ite obvious at first sight what it is 
precisely that is. LParmenide~7 says simply, What is: is. 
There can be noreal doubt that this is what we call body" 
(John Burnet, Early Greek PhilosophT, 4th ed. LLondon: 
Adam & Charles Black, 195§7, p. 178 o 
Raven gives us another interpretation of 11 ittt: 
''Had ffarmenides7 been asked whether his 'Being' was solid 
(or 'body') his answer would have been ·a hesitant negative. 
• • • While the incorporeal was still unknown, [fie wa§7 
feeling his way towards itn (Kirk and Raven, p. 270). 
4Kirk and Raven, p. 273. 
18 
ttThe Pythagoreans' answer to the second of these question 
Lfiow and whence did it grow17 could only be that their 
first unit had grown by 'inhaling' the void.nl Parmenides 
attempts to discredit this concept which is the very basis 
of their cosmogony by the following statement: "Nor shall 
I allow thee to say or to think, 'from that which is not'; 
for it is not to be said or thought that it' is not."2 
It must be stressed here that Raven traces Pythag-
orean cosmogony back to Zoroastrian influence: 
There was in earliest Pythagoreanism an eternal dual-
ism. It is true that such an interpretation differ-
entiates Pythagoreanism from other early Greek systems; 
but as it was certainly different in other respects, I 
see no insuperable difficulty in supposing that it 
differed in this respect too. Nor would such a view 
leave Pythagoreanism without precedent. In the reli-
gion of Zoroaster Ormazd and Ahriman always existed 
independently. • • • There is, moreover, a tradition 
that connects Pythagoreanism with Zoroastrianism.3 
Garbe's claim of Indian influence might thus be answered 
with this orderly account by Raven of the development o~ 
non-Indian doctrines into the Eleatic premise of the one, 
eternal, and unchangeable reality. 
2. Water as Primeval 
. 
The next analogy which Garbe considers is an 
earlier one: 
libid., p. 274. 
3Raven, p. 18. 
2Ibid., p. 273. 
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Thales, the father of the Grecian philosophy, imagines 
everything to have sprung from water. This certainly 
reminds us of a mythological idea which was very fami-
liar to the Indians of the Vedic time; namely, the idea 
of the primeval water out o£ which the universe was 
evolved.l 
The following passage from a Vedic hymn of creation 
is an example of the Indian conception o£ primeval water: 
Death then existed not nor life immortal; 
Of neither night nor day was any token. 
By its inherent force the One breathed windless: 
No other thing than that beyond existed. 
Darkness there was at first by darkness hidden; 
Without distinctive marks, this all was water.2 
In regard to this analogy between Thales and Vedic 
thought, Garbe does not assert that any influence is in-
volved. He only mentions the analogy. It is a question 
what Garbe does intend by listing instances of analogies 
without making some claim which will have bearing on pos-
sible influence. Keith counters any implication of in-
fluence by saying that it is of no 
value to cite the fact that Thales's view of the orlgln 
in water of everything is much later than the Vedic 
conception of the waters as the primeval form of exist-
ence. The idea is not only Babylonian but is a singu-
larly simple one, as found in primitive religion, and 
must be natural to primitive man.3 
Raven feels that the 11near-eastern origin of part 
of Thalest cosmology is indicated by his conception that 
the earth floats or rests on water.n4 Raven mentions that 
lGarbe, p. 33. 
3Keith, p. 603. 
2Radhakrishnan and Moore, p. 23. 
4Kirk and Raven, p. 90. 
Ttin Egypt the earth was commonly conceived as a flat, 
rimmed dish resting upon water.nl He also mentions a 
possible Babylonian source: 
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In the Babylonian creation-epic Apsu and Tiamat rep-
resent the primeval waters, and Apsu remains as the 
waters under ·the earth after Marduk has split the body 
of Tiamat to form sky (with its waters) and earth.2 
Finally, Raven mentions Hebrew parallels: 
In the Psalms ••• Jahweh 'stretched out the earth 
above the waterst (136, 6), 'founded it upon the seas, 
and established it upon the floods' (24, 2). Similarly 
Tehom is 'the deep that lieth under' (Gen. xlix. 25), 
'the deep that coucheth beneath' (Deut. xxxiii. 13·) .3 
The probability of Indian influence in this matter 
is greatly lessened by this profusion of parallel material 
from the near-east and south-east. 
3. The Unlimited as Primeval 
Anaximander's original substance, the "indefinite,n 
is compared by Garbe with prakrti~ the primitive matter of 
~he Indian Samkhya doctrine. Radhakrishnan dates the 
beginning stage of the Samkhya system in the seventh cen-
tury B.C.4 In this system there are "the two fundamental 
categories of puru~a and prak:zti, subject and object."5 
Radhakrishnan explains that according to this system, 
all experience is based on the duality of the knowing 
subject, puru~a, and the knowri object, prakrti. Prakrti 
libid. 
3Ibid., p. 91. 
5Ibid. 
2Ibid., pp. 90-91. 
4Radhakrishnan and Moore, p. 424. 
LPrimordial mattei7 is the basis of all objective 
existence, physical and psychical.l · 
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The Samkhya-Karika has this to say on the subject 
of primordial matter! 
Primal Nature (£rakrti)2 is not an evolute; the seven,3 
beginning with the Great One4 ••• are both evolvents 
and evolutes.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • ... 0 .. • 0 • 
The evolved is caused, non-eternal, non-pervasive, 
mobile, manifold, dependent, mergent, LComposite, and 6 dependeni7; the unevolved is the reverse of all these. 
Keith feels that Garbe's comparison is very 
weak: 
It is idle to compare the primitive matter • • • of 
Anaximander • • • with the matter of the Safukhya 
school: apart from the fact that the nature of the 
Samkhya is not shown to be as old a conception as 
Anaximander, and that it is essentially possessed of 
three constituents, ••• the parallelism is far too 
weak to be of any value as proof.7 
As Keith has pointed out above, the primitive 
matter of the Samkhya system possesses three constituents: 
sattva (potential consciousness), rajas (source of activi-
ty), and tamas (source of that which resists activity.8 
libid. 
2variously translated as "primordial matter," 
lfroot matter," or -rrmatter. n 
3The usevenrr are intellect, individuation, and 
the five elements{including ether). 
4Mahat, the"intellect. 
5Radhakrishnan and Moore, p. 427. 
7Keith, pp. 603-604. 
BRadhakrishnan and Moore, p. 424. 
6rbid., p. 428. 
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In contrast, the production of opposites from the 
1Jindefiniten·was essential to Anaximander's cosmogony. 
Aristotle, for instance, says this about Anaximander: 
·uffhere are those who hol£7 that the opposites are sepa-
rated outl from the One, being present in it, as Anaxi-
mander says.n 2 Plutarch reports that Anaximander "says 
that that which is productive from the eternal of hot and 
cold was separated off at the coming to be of this world.tt3 
It is evident, then, that the two systems consid-
ered in their completeness are very different, and Garbe 
offers no hint of how the similarities that do occur can 
be traced to influence. 
4. Incessant Change 
Another parallel is to be found in the Hera-
clitean doctrine of incessant change and the similar view 
of the Samkhya system. Garbe also mentions another paral-
lel in the belief in innumerable annihilations and ref-
ormations of the universe. 
The same difficulties as found in the previous 
case concerning Anaximander are evident in this case: 
The doctrine of the constant flux of things • • • is 
certainly comparable with the movement of nature in 
lThe actual relation of the opposites to the trOnen 
is highly debatedo However, whatever the relation, it 
would not affect Keith's observation concerning the dif-
ferent number of constituents in the two systems. 
2Kirk and Raven, p. 129. 3Ibid., p. 131. 
--. 
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the Safukhya system. • • • But, apart from the fact 
that the comparison of {these doctrines7 is far from 
important, in view of the complete distinction be-
tween the two ideas of development, it must be 
pointed out once more that the Samkhya system is not 
proved to be • • • as early as the system of Hera-
kleitos.l 
5. Transmigration 
Empedocles' poem, Purifications, is lfbased upon 
the Pythagorean belief in transmigration.rr2 Empedocles 
flourished a little more than half a century3 after Pythag-
oras. Much of Emped'ocles' writings has survived: 
On the basis of the fragments alone it is possible to 
reconstruct the system of Empedocles with greater 
confidence than most of the Presocratic philosophers 
allow.4 
For this reason Empedocles' views on transmigration are 
enlightening retrospectively--in regard to Pythagoreanism. 
In the Purifications, Empedocles outlines four 
stages in the cycle of the soul's journey. The first stage 
is dominated by the rule of Love: 
They had no ~od Ares, ••• Lbut instead they had7 
Kupris fLov~ as queen. Her did they propitiate with 
holy images, with paintings of living creatures •••• 
Their altar was not steeped in the pure blood of bulls, 
but rather was this the greatest abomination among 
men, to tear out the life from the goodly limbs and 
eat them.5 
The second stage is that of primal sin, and the 
lKeith, p. 604. 2Kirk and Raven, P· 322. 
3Ibid., p. 321. 4Ibid., p. 322. 
5rbid., p. 349. 
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consequent fall of man. Raven points out that ttin the 
TOrphic' myth this primal sin was committed by the Titans, 
who dismembered and ate the child Dionysus.nl But 
Empedocles seems to feel that bloodshed and meat-eating 
in general are the cause of man t s downfall: rtWill ye not 
cease from ill-sounding bloodshed? See ye not .that in 
careless folly ye are consuming one another?"2 And 
further, he says that 
father lifts up his own dear son, his form changed, 
and praying, slays him--witless fool; and the people 
are distracted as they sacrifice the imploring vic-
tim; and he, deaf to its cries, slays it and makes 
ready in his halls an evil feast. And likewise son 
seizes father, and children their mother, and, tear-
ing out the life, eat the flesh of their dear ones.3 
The third stage is one of banishment--when the 
fallen soul 
pays for its sin in this world; ••• and its objec-
tive throughout its successive incarnations is • • • 
to escape from the wheel of birth back to the state 
of bliss from which it has fallen.4 
The fourth and last stage in the soul 1 s cycle is 
its return to primal innocence and bliss. This return is 
accomplished by a series of incarnations which gradually 
ascend the scale of living creatures. Empedocles mentions 
even a low level of plant life--as in his own case: rTFor 
already have I once been a boy and a girl, a bush and a 
libid.' p. 351. 
3Ibid., pp. 350-51. 
2Ibid., p. 350. 
4Ibid.:~ p. 352. 
5 
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bird,and a .dumb sea fish."l In regard to souls reaching 
the highest levels of non-human incarnation (in plants, as 
well as in animals)! "Among beasts they are born as lions 
that lurk in their mountain lairs, and among fair-tressed 
trees as laurels.n2 Of course the highest levels of 
incarnation, prior to the escape of souls from the wheel 
of birth, are reached in human form: 
But at the end they come among men on earth as pro-
phets, bards, doctors and princes; and thence they 
arise as gods mighty in honour, sharing with the other 
immortals their hearth and their table, without part 
in human sorrows or weariness.3 
Raven asserts that Empedocles was all of these: prophet, 
bard, doctor, and prince. Thus we can understand the 
optimism of the following lines spoken by Empedocles: 
I go about among you all an immortal god, mortal no 
more, honoured as is my due and crowned with garlands. 
and verdant wreaths. Whenever I enter the prosperous 
townships with these my followers, men and women both, 
I am revered; they follow me in countless numbers, 
asking where lies the path to gain, some seeking 
prophecies, while others, for many a day stabbed by 
grevious pains, beg to hear the word that heals all 
manner of illness.4 
There is some question whether the soul 1 s escape 
from the wheel of birth leads to its reabsorption into god, 
as an impersonal, sacred mind, or whether the soul's indi-
viduality survives. 
Individual survival is suggested·by the passage 
libid., p. 354. 2Ibid. 3Ibid. 
4Ibid., pp. 354-5. 
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quoted just above, but other passages suggest reabsorption. 
For instance: 
It is not possible to reach to god and set him before 
our eyes, nor to grasp him with our hands--and that is 
the broadest way of persuasion leading to the minds of 
men.l 
There is plenty of material in these passages 
which could be equated with the general Indian doctrine of 
incarnation, but Keith launches an attack against any 
possible claim of influence~ 
Lit is of no? importance that the character of that 
teacher as a prophet, a magician, a believer in puri-
fication, and a mystic is comparable with certain 
types of Indian sage. The view that the world is 
incapable of producing similar figures under similar 
or even different circumstances is one which must be 
proved first before mere similarities prove anything, 
and Empedokles' claim to be a god, degraded to earth, 
is un-Indian, being derived from the Orphic doctrine 
of man's defilement. 2 · · 
Keith's denial of proof, here, is unjustified, as 
Garbe never offered the Empedoclean parallel in the spirit 
of proof. It is interesting to note that Keith's claim of 
Orphic derivation is open to the very objection he brings 
against Garbe. 
Is the nature of Empedocles' claim to godhood, or 
demi-godhood,3 clear enough to warrant Keith's epithet of 
"un-Indian11 ? For instance, Albert Schweitzer has this 
lllli·' p. 356. 2Keith, p. 604. 
Jnof these ffiemi-gods]-.I too am now one, a fugitive 
from the gods and a wanderer, who put my trust in raving 
strifeTT (Kirk and Raven, p. 352). 
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to 9ay on the subject: 
The curious thing about the Brahmins is that they 
claim for themselves power which is of the same nature 
as that of the gods. They believe, for example, that 
the sun would not rise if they failed to celebrate the 
sacrifice of fire in the early morning. They regard 
themselves as 11 human godsn.l 
Keith has one.more doubt touching on transmigra-
tion: 
The fact that a dislike to flesh as food sprung up 
among the believers in transmigration like Empedokles 
is perfectly true: it is, however, striking that in 
India itself the belief was of more tardy appearance 
as at all general than the date of Empedokles, and 
was not so far as we can see caused by the doctrine 
of transmigration.2 
What significance does the word ngeneraln (above) 
have for Keith1 A theory of Indian influence on Empedocles 
might be strengthened by the condition of general acceptance 
of vegetarianism in India, but there are enough instances 
to be found at that time in Buddhism and Jainism to vitiate 
the force of KeithTs argument. As for the question of 
what causes led to the practice of vegetarianism in India--
since Keith offers no other suggestion, it would seem that 
the belief in transmigration remains the most probable 
answer. 
lAlbe~t Schweitzer, Indian Thought and Its Develo£-
ment, trans. Mrs. Charles Russell (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1936), p. 27. 
2Keith, p. 604. My italics. 
CHAPTER III 
DOCTRINES OF PYTHAGOREANISM 
PARALLELING INDIAN THOUGHT 
Chapter II has dealt witp certain parallel doc-
trines which led Garbe to assume only a ncertain proba-
bilityn in favor of' his hypothesis of Indian influence on 
early Greek philosophy. But for Garbe 
there seems to be no doubt about the dependence of 
Pythagoras upon Indian philosophy and science; and 
all the more so, as the Gre~ks themselves considered 
his doctrines as foreign.l 
Garbe has stressed the point that (for him) it is 
the great number of similarities to be found between Indian 
and Pythagorean thought which banishes doubt about Indian 
influence--especially "as the concordance is also to be 
noticed in insignificant and arbitrary matters which can-
not well be expected to appear independently.rr2 
Seven features which the Pythagoreans and ancient 
Indians had in common are mentioned by Garbe: 
Transmigration 
Bean Prohibition 
Fifth Element 
"Pythagoreann Theorem 
Irrational V2 
Religio-philosophical Fraternity 
Mystical Speculation 
Theodor Gomperz agrees with Garbe that there is 
a close nagreement between Pythagoreanism and the India 
lGarbe, p. 39. 2Ibid., p. 42. 
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doctrine, not merely in their general features, but even 
in certain details, such as vegetarianism. nl Gomperz 
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specially emphasizes the parallel in the doctrines of the 
'circle and wheel' of births: 
It is almost impossible for us to refer this identity 
to mere chance. It is true that no account would be 
acceptable which would require Pythagoras to have sat 
at the feet of Indian priests. • • • LBut7 it is not 
too much to assume that the curious Greek zPythago-
rai7 • • • would have acquired a more or less exact 
knowledge of the religious speculations of the East, 
in that age of intellectual fermentation, through'the 
medium of Persia.2 
In this connection, it should be noted that while Pythag-
oras was living in Ionia, part of that area and part of 
India were nunited under the single sway of Cyrus, the 
founder of the Persian empire. n3 
Edward W. Hopkins, a Sanskrit scholar, h~s added 
his voice to those claiming Indian influence on Pythag-
oreanism. In his book, T,he Religions of India, Hopkins 
claims that Indian thought was the trarchetypen of Pythag-
orean philosophy. 
We are unable to come to any other conclusion than 
that [Pythagora£7 took his whole system indirectly 
from India.LJ-
Hopkins says that Greek legends are full of Pythag-
lTheodor Gomperz, Vol. I of Greek Thinkers~ 
A Histor of Ancient Philoso h , trans. Laurie Magnus 
London: John Murray, 1920 , p. 127. 
2Ibid. 3Ibid. 
4E. W. Hopkins, The Religions of India, Vol. I of 
Handbooks on the History of Religions, ed. Morris Jastrow, 
Jr. (Boston: Ginn & Company, 1895), p. 559. 
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oras' travel to Egypt~ Chaldea, Phoenicia, and India. 
nThe fire beneath this smoke is hidden. One knows not how 
much to believe of such tales. But they only strengthen 
the inferencenl o.f Indian influence. 
1. Transmigration 
The most impressive similarity found in Pythag-
oreanism and Indian beliefs is the doctrine of transmigra-
tion. Macdonell explains why this is so: 
The doctrine of metempsychosis in the case of Pythag-
oras appears without any connection or explanatory 
background, and was regarded by the Greeks as of for-
eign origin~ • • • In spite, however, of the later 
tradition, it seems impossible that Pythagoras should 
have made his way to India at so early a date, but he 
could quite well have met Indians in Persia.2 
Gomperz gives some further reasons favoring a 
foreign origin of the transmigration doctrine£ 
If the belief had been established in Hellas from of 
old, it would not have escaped the notice of Xenophanes, 
who had traveled so much and was well versed in such 
topicsa It would hardly have occurred to him to men-
tion this doctrine as peculiarly characteristic of 
Pythagoras, and to have ridiculed him on that account.3 
And a more general consideration: 
The temperament of the Greek people was never especial-
ly friendly to animals. With a few quite isolated 
exceptions, there were no sacred animals in Greece, as 
there were in India and Egypt.4 
Herodotus mentions Egypt as the source of the 
transmigration doctrine: 
1~.' p. 560. 
3Gomperz, p. 126. 
2Macdonell, p. 422. 
4Ibid. 
0 
0 
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Moreover, the Egyptians are the first to have main-
tained the doctrine that the soul of man is immortal, 
and that when the body perishes, it enters into 
another animal that is being born at the'-.time.. • •• 
There are some Greeks who have adopted this doctrine, 
some in former times, and some in later, as if it were 
their own invention; their names I know but refrain 
from writing down.l 
Scholars agree that Herodotus incorrectly named 
Egypt as the source of the Pythagorean belief in transmi-
gration. Raven, thus, says that "the Egyptians never 
held such a doctrine.n2 
India remains as a possible source, but there are 
those who reject the arguments for foreign influence and 
look for an indigenous origin of the Pythagorean belief in 
transmigration. 
Keith indicates Thrace as the most probable place 
of origin for this doctrine: 
The origin of transmigration in Greece is probably to 
be traced to Thrace, and it seems to have been spread 
by the Orphics, whose views in part at least appear 
to have been brought forward in a rational form by 
Pythagoras.3 
Keith feels that in Thrace the belief in transmi-
gration developed as an outcome of the Dionysiac rites 
wherein the divinity is embodied in animal form. Keith 
mentions also as part of these rites the nMainads, the 
Bakchai, with • 0 .. their adoption of animal garb, their 
tearing of the animal who represented the god.1t4 
lKirk and Raven, p. 222. 2~., p. 223. 
3Keith, p. 606. 4Ibid. 
-
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Walter Wili, in his paper, "The Orphic Mysteries 
and the Greek Spirit," has also looked to Thrace: 
Scholars had long, without real proof, imputed the 
doctrine of immortality and the consequent devaluation 
of earthly existence to Oriental influence. But every-
thing that we know of Orpheus and Orphism points • • • 
to Thrace.l 
Wili asserts that the pessimistic view of life on 
earth resulting from the Orphic devaluation of this world 
is rrcharacteristic of that people among whom the cult of 
Dionysus had its earliest home, namely the Thracians.n2 
Wili mentions a Thracian tribe (the Thrausians) whose mem-
bers 
looked upon life as suffering and upon death as 
"eudaimonia,n wherefore, as Herodotus reports, it 
was their interesting custom to mourn the newborn 
and bury the dead "amid joy and merry-making.tt3 
Once we are aware, Wili says, of the development of the 
belief of transmigration from the trprimordial, chthonian 
Dionysus cult of the Thracians, ••• we have to cease in-
quiring whether transmigration came to Greece from India 
or Asia.u4 
As for the possible contact between Orphism and 
the Orient, Wili shrugs it off: 11A significant contact 
between Orphism and the Orient would have been possible 
only on the coast of Asia Minor, chiefly via the Babylonized 
cult of Mithras. But at so early a date?n5 
1w·1· J... J.., pp. 79-80. 
3rbid. 
-
4Ibid. 
2rbid., p. 8o. 
5Ibid. 
-
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A thir~ group o£ writers re£uses to make any com-
mitment on the matter. For instance, Werner Jaeger, in 
his book, The Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers, 
wishes to set aside nthe problem of how and where the doc-
trine o£ metempsychosis arose (insoluble because nearly 
all the relevant traditional material has been lost).nl 
2. Bean Prohibition 
Garbe merely mentions the parallel prohibition of 
eating beans without any supporting argument for his theory 
o£ influence.2 Macdonell also restricts himself to just 
listing the similarity.3 
Raven connects this rule of abstinence with the 
belief in reincarnation. A fragment relating to Pythag-
orean rules states that one should 11abstain £rom living 
things, ffind nevei] approach butchers and huntsmen.n4 Ac-
cording to Raven, this fragment £urnishes us with the pri-
mary motive for the rules of abstinence: the belie! in the 
kinship of all living things. "Butchers and huntsmen are 
presumably alike defiled by the murder of their own kin.n5 
(This sentiment, we have seen, was developed later by 
Empedocles.) 
lwerner Jaeger, The Theology o£ the Early Greek 
Philosophers (London: Oxford University Press, 1947), 
p. 34. 
2Garbe, p. 43. 
4Kirk and Raven, p. 225. 
3Macdonell, p. 422. 
5Ibid. 
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Another passage indicates that there may be some 
doubt about the specific rules of abstinence~ 
Above all else he forbade the eating of red mullet 
and black-tail; and he enjoined abstinence from the 
heart and from beans; also, according to Aristotle, 
on certain occasions, from the womb and from mul-
let. • • • He sacrificed only inanimate things; but 
others say that he used only cocks and sucking kids 
and piglings, as they are called, and never lambs.l 
The most that can be said, then, is that ncertain 
rules of abstinence arising from the belief in kinship 
were an early feature of the Pythagorean way oi' life.n2 
If this appraisal is correct, the bean eating pro-
hibition is subordinated to the doctrine of transmigration 
and would carry little weight oi' conviction by itself as 
to the question of influence. 
3. Fifth Element 
In a passage almost as brief as the one dealing 
with the prohibition of ea~ing beans, Garbe mentions that 
the rtdoctrine of the five elements, i.e., the assumption 
of ether as the fifth element, ••• obtains in the Pythag-
orean school as well as everywhere in India.n3 
Keith retorts that the 
argument adduced by Garbe that the fiYe elements are 
borrowed by Pythagoras from India is open to the grave. 
objection that the five elements are not certainly 
known in India early enough for this,.but to the still 
libid. 2Ibid. 3Garbe, p. 43. 
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more grave objection that the system of five elements 
cannot be traced back to Pythagoras~himself, and fur-
ther that the five by no means precisely correspond 
with the five of India in the concepts attached to 
them.l 
If the doctrine of the fifth element is to be con-
nected with pre-Platonic Pythagoreanism, then Philolaus 
must be considered the chief exponent of it.2 Unfortu-
nately, there is serious doubt among some scholars as to 
the authenticity of the Philolaus fragments. Raven states 
that 11though much has been written both for and against 
them, all the more important arguments are conveniently to 
be found in the works of three scholars only.n3 Raven 
mentions Ingram Bywater and Erich Frank as the prosecution 
and R. Mondolfo as the chief advocate for the defence of 
the Philolaus fragments. Raven sides with the prosecution 
and concludes that 
the fragments attributed to Philolaus can be dismissed, 
with regret but little hesitation, as part of a post-
Aristotelian forgery, based, not without skill, on 
Aristotle's own accounts of the Pythagorean system.4 
The question of the authenticity of the Philolaus 
fragments radically affects the value of Garbe's claim of 
parallelism between Indian and Pythagorean doctrines of 
the fifth element. 
Once again, Keith seems to have the weight of 
lKeith, pp. 605-606. 2Ibid., p. 634. 
~Kirk and Raven, p. 308. 4Ibid., p. 311. 
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evidence on his side. And he adds that 
in any event there is no close similarity between the 
Greek and the Indian conception of ether, whether as 
regards the final doctrine as seen in Aristotle or 
the material whence it was developed.l 
Let us now turn to the mathematical side of 
Pythagoreanism for another parallel. 
11Pythagorean n Theorem 
and Irrational vz 
Keith states that the dates are uncertain of the 
Indian writings (the Sulba-Sutras) which contain the 
earliest mention of the Pythagorean theorem and\12. And 
even if sufficiently ancient dates are confirmed, Keith 
adds, these geometric innovations could have been inter-
polated. 
However: 
What is more important • • • is that examination of 
the Sutras has shown that the complete generality of 
the theorem of Pythagoras was never attained and was 
not even striven after. • • • The sruae remark applies 
to the alleged knowledge of the theorem of the irra-
tional--the mere approximate calculation of the root 
of two, which is all the Sutras attained, is far from 
being equivalent to the discovery of the solution of 
an irrational.2 
In 1926~ one year after these opinions of Keith 1 s 
were published, the mathematical historian, Sir Thomas 
Heath, published a book, part of which deals with this 
problem of the theorem and V2 . Heath presented the 
lKeith, pp. 634-5. 
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problem in greater detail and with a more precise analysis 
than Keith had done. 
The following account is taken from a portion of 
Heath's commentary in The Thirteen Books of Euclid 1 s 
Elements.l 
The Apastamba-Sulba-Sutra is an ancient Indian 
treatise on the methods of constructing religious altars 
of certain shapes, and of varying the dimensions of altars 
without changing the form. flit is a collection of rules 
for carrying out certain constructions. There are no 
proofs.n2 
One of the first important questions is that of 
date. Axbert Burk, who published the text of the Apa-
stamba-Sulba-Sutra with notes (1902), assigns to this work 
rra date at least as early as the 5th or 4th century B.C. 
He observes howev~r (what is likely enough) that the mat-
ter of it must have been much older than the book itself.n3 
In fact Burk claims that 1'the discovery that triangles with 
sides (a, b, c) in rational numbers such that a2+b2 = c2 
are right-angled was nowhere made so early as in India.n4 
Burk shows that such a discovery was known at the time of 
literary works belonging to the eighth century B.C. 
lEuclid. Vol. I of The Thirteen Books o£ Euclid's 
Elements, trans. Thomas 1. Heath (Cambridge, Eng.: Uni-
versity Press, 1926), pp •. 360-364. 
2Ibid., p. 361. 3Ibid., p. 362. 4Ibid. 
-
At this point Heath proceeds to an exposition o£ 
the Apastamba-Sulba-Sutra; 
It should be observed that Apastamba [the author of 
the Sutr~ does not speak of right-angled triangles, 
but of two adjacent sides and the diagonal of a 
rectangle.l 
From unknown antiquity, right angles have been 
constructed by means of three cords stretched to form a 
triangle. The trick was to make the three cords relative 
in length to certain combinations of whole numbers. The 
Apastamba-Sulba-Sutra gives seven examples: 
l) 3, 4, 5 
2) 12, 16, w. 
3) 15, 20, 25 
4) l, 12, 13 
5) 15, 36, 39 
6) 8, 15, 17 
7) 12, 35, 37 
Following this list, the Apastamba-Sulba-Sutra 
gives this enunciation of the Pythagorean Theorem: 
The diagonal of a rectangle produces Lf.e. the square 
of the diagonal is equal to7 the sma of what the 
longer and shorter sides separately produce [i.e. the 
square of the two sides7.2 
This theorem was then applied to a sguare instead 
of a rectangle--in other words, to an isosceles right-
angled triangle: 
The diagonal of a ssuare produces an area double Lof 
the original squar~.3 
lrbid., p. 361. 2Ibid. Heath's brackets. 
3Ibid. Heath's brackets • 
.............. 
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The theorem, then, was enunciated as a general 
proposition by the Indians at an earlier time than we have 
evidence for Greek knowledge of it. As Heath is careful 
to point out, however~ there is no indication that the 
assumption of the theoremts truth was 
founded on anything better than an imperfect induc-
tion from a certain number of cases, discovered 
empirically, of triangles with sides in the ratio 
of whole numbers in which the property (1} that the 
square on the longest side is equal to the sum of the 
squares on the other two sides was found always to be 
accompanied by the property (2} that the latter sides 
include a right angle.l 
As for the Indian approximation of theV2, Heath 
has indicated three stages of reasoning which have to be 
passed through before the irrationality of the diagonal of 
a square is discovered in any real sense: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
All values found by direct measurement or calcu-
lations based thereon have to be recognised as 
being inaccurate. Next 
must supervene the conviction that it is impos-
sible to arrive at an accurate arithmetical 
expression of the value. And lastly 
the impossibility must be proved.2 
Heath states the accepted facts when he then says 
that there is no real evidence that the Indians, at the 
early date in question, had even reached the first stage 
of recognizing their calculations of\12 to be inaccurate~ 
let alone the second or third stages. 
The results of Heathts investigation can be sum-
libid., p. 363. 2Ibid., p. 364. 
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marized by the following statements~ It must be admitted 
that Indian geometry had reached the stage at which we 
find it in the Apastamba-Sulba-~utra quite independently 
of Greek influence, and at an earlier date. But it must 
also be admitted that Indian geometry was empirical and 
practical, far removed from a real abstraction such as 
irrationality. It must also be acknowledged that by trial 
in particular cases, the Indians had indeed persuaded 
themselves of the truth of the Pythagorean theorem and had 
enunciated it in all its generality; but they had not 
established it by formal proof. 
If Heathts conclusions are correct, the claim of 
Indian influence has some basis at least. But these 
grounds (by themselves) would seem to warrant only possi-
bility of influence, rather than probability--or more 
accurately, they would seem to warrant a low probability. 
5. Religio-philosophical Fraternity 
Another aspect of Pythagoreanism which Garbe indi-
cates as having a parallel in India is ttthe whole character 
of the religio-philosophical fraternity, founded by Pythag-
oras.nl Garbe feels that the Pythagorean society is 
nanalogous to the Indian orders of that time.n2 
Keith, on the other hand, asserts that ttthe 
lGarbe, p. 43. 2Ibid. 
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character of the Pythagorean brotherhood bears no real 
similarity to the Indian, save as is inherent in every 
case where any men agree together in any belief.nl He 
further adds that "the evidence of early Greece points to 
the existence of such societies for two centuries before 
Pythagoras."2 In regard to this particular statement of 
Keith's, it must be noted that Garbe did not claim that 
the Pythagorean brotherhood was a novelty in that sense. 
Rather, Garbe specifically refers to the "whole character" 
of the brotherhood as paralleling Indian organizations. 
However, Keith's objections become relevant when they 
attempt to show that the whole character of the Pythago-
rean society was not similar to Indian types: 
LThe Pythagorean societi7 seems to have developed a 
political activity of·a truly Greek kind: in the 
India of the Upanisads we have nothing recorded 
precisely similar to the~e societies: we have instead 
the phenomena of individual teachers with pupils 
wandering here and there in disputations, of a closed 
or mystic brotherhood not one trace.3 
Edwin Minar, in his monograph, Early Pythagorean 
Politics, has dealt at great length with the organization 
and character of the Pythagorean society: 
A large number of ancient authors state in explicit 
terms that the Pythagorean society (or Pythagoras 
himself) exercised official, formal control of the 
government of Croton and other cities.4 
lKeith, p. 608. 2Ibid. 
4E. L. Minar, Jr., Early Pythagorean Politics 
in Practice and Theory ("Connecticut-College Monograph," 
No. 2;+Baltimore: Waverly Press, Inc., 1942), p. 16. 
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Minar feels that UPytbagorean control is too definite and 
absolute to be regarded as merely semi-official.n1 Fur-
ther, he holds that the inner members of the Pythagorean 
society were, from the beginning, aristocrats--and inter-
ested in politics. The Pythagorean society as a closed 
organization which carried on political activity was 
by no means isolated in Greek history; there were 
other organizations with very similar characteris-
tics, the most notable of which are the so-called 
clubs; and perhaps some light may be cast on the 
organization of the Pythagoreans by an analogy with 
these societies.2 
Minar then proceeds to investigate in detail the usage of 
Greek words in ancient texts which would indicate the 
parallel between the Pythagorean "clubu and other political 
clubs. However, Minar points out that 
the Pythagorean Society was not the same as the 
ordinary political club. It was bound together by 
religious as well as by political and social ties 
and much more closely organized than the often 
ephemeral groups which made their influence felt in 
the political field.3 
According to Minar, it was the peculiar nature of 
the Pythagorean society which prompted the 11 enigmatictt 
phrase of Aristotle, nthe so-called Pythagoreans. lt Minar 
feels that 1YAristotle cannot refer to the beliefs of Pythag-
oras, as with Heraclitus or other pre-Socratic thinkersn4 
because of the ~olitical nature of the organization. 
libid., p. 17. 
3rbid., p. 22. 
2rbid., p. 18 .. 
4Ibid. 
13 
'Hence the qualification in Aristotle's phrase, the nso-
calledtT or nself-styled11 Pythagoreans. tl 
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The Pythagoreans developed a theory of friendship. 
Minar says, however~ that it appears that 11friendship is 
thought of mainly as prevailing between the noble and good~ 
or~ in other words, the aristocracy from which the Pythag-
orean membership was drawn.n 2 To illustrate these close 
fraternal ties, Minar mentions such ancient anecdotes ·as 
the one of nthe Etruscan Nausithous who rescued the Pythag-
orean Eubulus from a dangerous situation because he was a 
brother-Pythagorean, although the man had not previously 
been known to him."3 On the other extreme, the crime of 
be~raying the secrets of the society, or trying to frus-
trate its aims, were considered particularly heinous ones. 
Minar concludes that 
these characteristics do not rise exclusively from 
the religious and moral side of the Society, but 
present a stiking analogy with the attitude prevalent 
in the political clubs.4 
Still another aspect which accents the Greek heri-
tage of the Pythagorean society (as distinct from any 
Indian influence) is the process o£ initiation. Minar 
mentions that "those who applied for membership were not 
accepted uncritically, but first put through a rigid 
series of tests.n5 He goes on to say that those who are 
lrbid. 
4Ibid. 
"2Ibid., p. 23. 3rbid. 
5Ibid., p. 28. 
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accepted face a three-year probationary period. During 
this time nthey were tested .for firmness of spirit, true 
love of wisdom, and contempt for worldly honor.nl At the 
end of the probationary time·, the successful candidates 
were admitted to the inner membership. 
But those who after three plus five years of train-
ing failed to be approved • • • were symbolically 
declared dead. They were driven from the meeting-
hall, with the curse on their heads. A stele was 
erected in memory of each~ and if a member of the 
society subsequently met him he "treated him as 
another, saying that 'that other man' has died.n2 
The extended examination by Minar of the organi-
zation and character of the'Pythagorean society would seem 
to weaken any claim by Garbe of a significant parallel 
between Pythagorean and Indian religious groups. 
6. Mystical Speculation 
The last parallel in Garbe's list of similarities 
is "the mystical speculation, peculiar to the Pythagorean 
school, which bears a striking resemblance to the fantas-
tical notions greatly in favor with the so-called Brahmana 
literature.n3 Garbe, again, merely lists this alleged 
similarity. He does not even make it clear what he in-
cludes within the category of nfantastical notions.n 
Keith takes him to mean, in the case o.f Pythago-
libid. 2Ibid. , p. 29. 
3aarbe, p. 43. 
--
--
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reanism, the theory o£ numbers: 
Lit is noll reasonable to lay any stress on the com-
parison of the speculations of the Brahmanas as being 
fantastic with those of Pythagoras on the theory of 
number; that every fantastic system is derived from 
another is an absurd proposition, and the kinds of 
fantasy are quite differentol 
Without a clearer and more detailed statement by 
Garbe, or by other proponents of Indian influence, the 
vague mention of similarities of 11fantastical notionsn 
must remain of doubtful value. 
lKeith, Po 608. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
1. Restatement 
The technique of the proponents of Indian influ-
ence has been to draw up lists of similar doctrines in 
Indian thought and Pythagoreanism. They then try to show 
that the doctrines in India have been the outcome of long, 
internal development, whereas in Greece, similar doctrines 
appear at a later date and without evidence of indigenous 
development. Add to this the evidence of ample cultural • 
contact between India and Greece through Persia, and we 
have the general features of their argument. 
The opponents of Indian influence have tried to 
show that many of the claimed similarities are superficial, 
as for instance, the bean eating prohibition, or the reli-
gio-philosophical type of society. As for the more serious 
parallels, such as the doctrine of transmigration, the 
opponents of Indian influence have tried to show that 
these doctrines did, in fact, develop indigenously. The 
Pythagorean doctrine of transmigration, they hold, most 
probably originated in Thrace and was developed by the 
Orphics, and thus passed on to the Pythagoreans. 
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2. Recapitulation 
A quick resum~ of the various parallel doctrines 
and the alternative hypotheses used to interpret these 
similarities follows. 
i. Early Greek Philosophy 
First to be considered are the parallel doctrines 
in Indian thought and early Greek philosophy (excluding 
Pythagoreanism): 
(1) The d~ctrines 0f the All-One in the Upanishads 
and in the Eleatic philosophy are believed by Garbe to 
show Indian influence on the Eleatics. Keith, on the other 
hand, attributes any similarity between the two to coinci-
dence. Raven, as we have seen, provides an elaborate 
theoretical framework which supports Keith's contentions. 
(2) The parallel doctrines of primeval water, as 
was pointed out, are not very convincing evidence for the 
influence theory. It was concluded that the probability 
of Indian influence in this matter is greatly lessened 
because of the profusion of parallel material from the 
near-east and south-east. 
(3) The parallel found between Anaximander's 
11Indefinite" and the prakrti of the Samkhya doctrine is 
• 
not a simple parallelism. Keith has pointed out many 
inconsistencies. 
(4) The parallel between the Heraclitean doctrine 
of incessant change and the similar view of the Samkhya 
system presents the problem of weighing the chronological-~ 
as well as logical--relations between the two. 
(5) Empedocles' belief in transmigration has to be 
judged in terms of two distinct hypotheses concerning its 
origin. Garbe, of course, claims that the paralle~ between 
this doctrine and the long-standing Indian doctrine indi-
cates an Indian origin. Keith feels that several details 
of the Empedoclean view of transmigration differ radically 
from the Indian belief. He affirms theh the general 
position which holds that the world is capable of producing 
si¢ilar figures (such as Empedocles and his Indian counter-
parts) under differing circumstances. 
ii. Pythagoreanism 
In the case of dactrines of Pythagoreanism paral-
leling Indian thought, the same problems of objective 
analysis face us. 
(1) The Pythagorean belief in transmigration is 
supposed by the proponents of Indian influence to have 
been derived from the Indians, and by the opponents of this 
view, to have originated in Thrace. In the cases of Garbe 
and Keith, these arguments flow from minds that seem to 
have been made up. 
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(2) In so far as Keith shows that the bean eating 
prohibition is a typical and widespread kind of rule of 
abstinence, he reduces the probability value of its use 
in supporting Indian influence. Even without this con-
sideration, the bean eating prohibition would seem to be 
subordinated to the doctrine of transmigration and would 
therefore carry little weight of conviction by itself as 
to the question of influence. 
(3) In the case of the similar doctrines of the 
fifth element (ether), we saw that Garbe's claim of paral-
lelism was merely catalogued, and, at best, could be 
based'only on highly doubtful evidence. 
(4) The debate over the priority of the discovery 
of the npythagoreann theorem and the irrational A/2 indi-
cates how unfair a superficial judgment may be. In regard 
to the ques·tion of influence, the evidence at hand does 
not seem adequate for anyone to make an apodictic decision. 
(5) Garbe's claim of parallelism between the 
Pythagorean society and Indian orders appears inadequate 
as a bare assumption. Minar's study of. the Pythagorean 
communities in relation to previous Greek organizations 
indicates many details which certainly do not parallel 
Indian groups. 
(6) The last parallel in Garbe's list of similari-
ties, the mystical speculation of the Pythagoreans and 
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that of the Indians, is merely stated. Keith has indicated 
that this parallel is hardly placed in an adequate hypo-
thetical framework by Garbe. 
3. Probability 
One concept which is involved in the problem 
of this thesis is the concept of probabilitya Garbe 
asserts, for instance, that a certain Greek tradition of 
foreign origin adds to the ttprobability of our supposition 
that these Grecian philosophers acquired Indian ideas.nl 
Keith, though he differs with Garbe on the wider issue~ 
agrees that probability is involved~ "The possibility of 
such influence must be admitted, though its probability is 
a very different question.n2 
Ernest Nagel~ in his book The Structure of Science, 
deals with this question of probability in relation to the 
logic of historical inquiry.3 Nagel discusses several 
different conceptions of probability. In an earlier work4 
Nagel has given this concise summary of one of the older 
conceptions of probability: 
lGarbe, pp. 38-39. 2Keith, p. 610. 
3Ernest Nagel, The Structure of Science: Problems 
in the Logic of Scientific Explanation (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & World, Inc., 1961), pp. 547-606. 
4E. Nagel, rtThe Meaning of' Probability,n Vol. II 
of The World of Mathematics, ed. James R. Newman (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1956), pp. 1398-1414. 
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According to ithe English logician and mathematician 
De Morgan7, the-word "probablen refers to the state 
of mind with respect to an assertion for which com-
plete certainty or knowledge does not exist.l 
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A variation of this nsubjecti ve'1 interpretation of 
probability is given by Nagel as a second type: 
The probability which an individual with evidence e in 
his possession should assign to the hypothesis h is de-
fined in terms of the odds he would be willing to 
accept were he to bet on the truth of h and against its 
falsity.2 
As a third type of interpretation of probability, 
Nagel presents this alternative: 
The term can be used significantly only in connection 
with classes containing repeated instances of given 
attributes. • • • According to a commonly held version 
of this interpretati.on, the probability of a given at-
tribute P in a given class R is the relative frequency 
with which instances of P occur in R.3 
This third interpretation of probability (usually called 
the ttfrequencytt interpretation) is a difficult one for 
historians to use. Human history, because it seems to 
involve a sequence of particular, non-repeatable events, 
presents the 
logical problem of assessing the weight of often con-
flicting evidence for a given hypothesis and of compar-
ing the degree of support alternative hypotheses re-
ceive from the available evidence for each.4 
Nagel points out that these problems are very 
libid., p. 1403. 
2Nagel, The Structure 
3Ibid., p. 562. 
G , Po 561. 
4Ibid., p. 591. 
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different from those of strict demonstrative inference 
(as might be used, for instance, in physics). It seems 
evident that because of these problems of dealing with 
history, Garbe, Keith~ and the others have in large part 
resorted to the employment of probabilistic propositions 
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in a subjective manner. This necessity undoubtedly accounts 
for the wide disagreetnent among scholars concerning the 
relation of Indian thought to Pythagoreanism. 
4. Evaluation 
At the present time, we have no assured method 
which would allow the objective assigning of degrees of 
probability to historical evidence. Nor does the subjec-
tive interpretation of history achieve any kind of satis-
• factory agreement. As long as our evidence remains as 
doubtful as ·it is, there seems to be no good reason for an 
outright rejection of either major alternative. It is 
here proposed that we cannot, without limiting ourselves, 
deal with this aspect of Greek philosophical development 
and rule out serious consideration both for and against 
the hypothesis of Indian influence. 
•!.f 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the relation of Indian thought 
to Pythagoreanism. Two scholars, in particular, have dealt 
at length with this subject. Richard Garbe has maintained 
that Indian thought has had important influence on Pythag-
oreanism. Sir Arthur B. Keith has argued that this is not 
so. This thesis investigates the relation of Indian 
thought to Pythagoreanism in terms of a critique of these 
two positions and in the light of more recent studies. 
After an introductory chapter, the arguments affirm-
ing general Indian-Greek influence are examined in Chapter 
Two. Chapter Three deals with the relation of Indian 
thought to Pythagoreanism. A concluding chapter evaluates 
the positions taken in regard to the problem of parallel 
doctrines. 
The period of history embracing Pythagoreanism is 
a very early one, about which reliable information is 
scanty. The situation in India at that time is even more 
difficult. Religious literature from the period parallel-
ing and preceding Pythagoreanism is for us the chief 
vehicle of Indian philosophical thought; and investigation 
of Indian influence on Pythagoreanism has to cope with a 
grave defect! the absence of an historical perspective. 
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Proponents of Indian influence have therefore 
turned to internal evidence for support of their con-
tention of Indian influence on Greek thought. This evi-
dence takes ~he form of similarities in doctrines. Their 
technique has been to. draw up lists of similar doctrines 
and infer· that the doctrines in India have been the out-
come of long, internal development, whereas in Greece, 
similar doctrines appear at a later date and without 
evidence of indigenous development. Add to this the evi-
dence of ample cultural contact between India and Greece 
through Persia, and we have the general features of their 
argument. 
The opponents of Indian influence have tried to 
show that many of the claimed similarities are superficial, 
as for instance, the bean eating prohibition, or the 
religio-philosophical type of society. As for the more 
serious parallels, such as the doctrine of transmigration, 
the opponents of Indian influence have tried to show that 
these doctrines did, in fact, develop indigenously. The 
Pythagorean doctrine of transmigration, they hold, most 
probably originated in Thrace and was developed by the 
Orphics, and thus passed on to the ~ythagoreans. 
After examining these opinions in some detail, 
this thesis turns to an evaluation of the differing views 
on Indian influence. It is pointed out that basic to the 
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problem of the thesis is the question of probability in 
relation to the logic of historical inquiry. Ernest 
Nagel's ideas in this area are exa~ined. Nagel points 
out that in dealing with historical events, there is the 
logical problem of weighing the (often conflicting) evi-
dence of alternative hypotheses. This procedure is dif-
ferent from that of strict demonstrative inference (as 
might be employed, for instance, in physics). If anyone 
were to feel persuaded at this early stage that the con-
troversy over Indian influence has been settled, it is 
most likely that he is indulging in the "subjective" inter-
pretation of probability~ The conclusion reached in this 
thesis is that major alternative hypotheses (such as Garbe's 
and Keith's) should be treated as the joint-basis for fur~ 
ther attempts to arriv~ at a more convincing solution. 
